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Roadmap of today’s lecture

1. Why teach open science?

2. How to incorporate open science in higher education teaching?

3. Example: Replication Seminar
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Why teach open science?



Growing awareness of the ’Replication or Credibility Crisis’

Figure 1: own calculation
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Teaching as a Component of the Credibility Revolution

X effective tool to teach . . .

• students awareness of the ‘reproducibility crisis’

• how to conduct methodologically sound and ethical empirical

research

X fosters transparency and develops norms of transparency among the

next generation of scientists

X promotes open and transparent scientific knowledge production

X improves the self-correcting process of science
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Some of the benefits for students & instructors

For students:

X hands-on learning for students

X jumping to the research frontier instead of reading old textbook

examples

For instructors:

X creates high levels of student engagement

X helps to keep up with the latest scholarship by assigning new

publications

X helps to improve on own research practices

X possibly publication of joint article

X demonstrates commitment to open science principles to hiring

committees (e.g. LMU psychology department, esp. for young

academics)
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How to incorporate open science

in higher education teaching?



Two approaches to teaching open science

• Teaching about open science as a subject

- Terminology, principles, philosophy of science, etc.

• Teaching open science practices as a process

- Using open educational resources
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Open Science Teaching can happen in...

X methodology classes

X applied research classes

X theses as replications

at all levels: BA, MA and PhD
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Example TU Chemnitz, Behavioral and Social Sciences

Open Science 
Statement of 
the OS|TUC

Integration 
of Open Science 

Practices in 
Teaching

Preregistration 
of Theses & 

Student Projects

Central OSF Account 
for Student Projects Many- Students 

Replication Lab

Open Data
Whenever possible, we publish all 

data which are necessary to 
reproduce the reported results on a 

reliable repository (such as the 
Open Science Framework). 

OS|TUC Meet-
ups

Montly Meeting with the 
Open Science Team

How we did it. 
Introducing the Open Science Initiative at 
the Faculty of Behavioural and Social Sciences, TU Chemnitz. 

Claas Pollmanns
Johanna Bruchmann
Frank Asbrock
Anja Strobel

Journal Club 
for students and 

researchers

Open Analysis
SFB Summer School

Invited Talks

"Open Science and Replicability in the Behavioural Social Sciences" Conference of MethodenKompetenzZentrum, Faculty of Behavioural and Social Science, Chemnitz University of Technology, 30 April 2021

The Idea is bornMarch 2020

May 2020 Survey on OS Practices at 
the Psychology Department

June –
September 2020

Planning the Open Science 
Semester at the Institute of 
Psychology

April 2021 Open Science 
Conference

October –
December

2020

Initial Talk of to the 
OS Semester

Invited Talks on Open 
Science

First OS Meetups

Journal Clubs

Teaching Open Science

February 
– March 2021

Open Science Statement

OS|TUC Website

Introducing the OS|TUC 
at the Faculty of BSS

The Future

Pro
§ transparent research
§ publication of non-

significant results
§ preventing incorrect 

scientific practices
§ more easily verifiable 

findings/results
§ establishment of an 

open error culture
§ preprints
§ networking

Contra
§ more effort
§ unrecognised

publication method
§ concern about 

copyright infringement
§ data-driven research
§ quality assurance?
§ paid publications
§ still selective data 

publication

What researchers at the Faculty think-
Advantages and Disadvantages of OS
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Example, Master of Science in Epidemiology, Johannes Guten-

berg University Mainz

• Curriculum integration → no isolated replication course, rather make

replication pop up in different relevant contexts

• Study protocol, statistical analysis plan, practical data analysis,

scientific writing to connect separate topics

Daniel Wollschläger, University Medical Center Mainz, IMBEI, see

OSF Replication Workshop Page https://osf.io/8a597/
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Example TU Dresden, Psychology

TEACHING OPEN SCIENCE @ TU DRESDEN
Anne Gärtner, Alexander Strobel, OSIP Members

Faculty of Psychology, Technische Universität Dresden

Bachelor

Module Methods of Psychology
• Training in general open science aspects
• Replicability crisis
• Credibility
• Statistical methods

Module Empirical Studies
• Preregistration of research projects
• OSF and AsPredicted templates
• Open data and documentation

Bachelor Thesis (in progress)
• Open Science part of the guidelines for (1) conducting 

and (2) supervising Bachelor theses
• Engagement in Open Science practices part of the 

thesis evaluation protocol

Postgraduate Training

Collaborative Research Centre 940: MGK 
Open Science Module

1 per year

SCHOOLS

Approaches 
to volition

Modulators
of volition

Perspectives
on volition

3 per year

LECTURES

Introduction

Approaches

Methods

MGK Colloquium

1 per year

SKILLS

Writing and 
presentation skills

Neuroimaging, 
programming, 

statistics, modeling

Teaching

Management

Other key 
qualifications 

3 workshops in year 1

OPEN SCIENCE

Good Scientific 
Practice Workshop 

Research Data 
Management 

Workshop

Research 
Transparency 

Workshop

Open Science 
Meetings

Open Science 
Lectures

continuous

SUPPORT

Progress meeting 
every semester

Self-organized retreat 
every year

Travel award for 
research stays at 

other labs 

Thesis draft feedback

Career development 
meeting

GSP

INF

OSIP

• E-learning material 
complemented by three 
workshops (1–2 days)

• 1) Good Scientific Practice: 
basic scientific values, 
scientific misconduct, 
clearing processes in case 
of conflict

• 2) Research Data 
Management: facilitate 
scientific workflows, 
routines to assess, analyze, 
store and share data

• 3) Open Science Practices: 
principles and practices 
including preregistration, 
open access, data, 
materials, code and 
reproducible research

• Optional visits of OSIP 
meetings and open science 
lectures

• Module is currently in pilot 
phase, will be evaluated, 
revised and finalized during 
2021

Guiding Principles
Communicate rules for good scientific practice

Raise awareness for questionable research practices
Lay foundations for enhancing credibility and transparency and efficiently doing open research and managing data
Offer workshops on good scientific practice, research data management and research transparency from early on

Master

Dedicated course elements in various 
modules on
• Open Science 
• Good Scientific Practice 
• Replicability crisis
• Preregistration

Module Applied Statistics in Clinical Research
• Good Scientific Practice 
• Questionable research practices (p-hacking, harking)
• Replicability crisis
• Preregistration

Module Neurobiology of Individual 
Differences
• Introduction to open data, open code, open material
• Preregistration of own research project with 

AsPredicted template

Module Research and Intervention
• Lectures/tutorials on how to preregister project ideas
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Providing teaching materials open access
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Guiding Principles for Teaching Open Science/ Replication
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Example: Replication Seminar



Learning outcomes

• Why is teaching reproducibility important?

Students can learn to. . .

X Understand what decisions and difficulties authors of published work

have typically faced

X Do cutting-edge empirical research in the social sciences

X Add value to an existing study

• Examples:

- University of Amsterdam: Replication for sociology (MA) 1

- Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München: Replication of sociological

research (BA)

- UC San Diego: Social Science Replication (PhD, political science

with external guest lectures)
1Stojmenovska, D., Bol, T., & Leopold, T. (2019). Teaching Replication to Graduate

Students. Teaching Sociology, 47(4), 303-313.
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What do we mean by replication?

Figure 2: Types of replications2

2Gollwitzer, M. (2020). DFG Priority Program SPP 2317 Proposal: A meta-scientific

program to analyze and optimize replicability in the behavioral, social, and cognitive

sciences (META-REP). PsychArchives.

https://doi.org/10.23668/PSYCHARCHIVES.3010
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Duplication vs. Replication

• Duplication: Verification of research results

-> same results expected
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Duplication vs. Replication

• Replication: Robustness test of research results

-> diverging results unsurprising
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My course design on experimental methods (1)

• Course Title: Replication & Reproduction in the Social Sciences

- Junior-Fellowship der Baden-Württemberg Stiftung / Stifterverband

(2019-2021) [15.000 EUR, More info]

- For advanced Master and PhD students in Sociology, Political

Science & Psychology

• Aim: students get to know scientific work processes and are involved

in the creation and further development of sustainable knowledge

• Scope: Replication and reproduction of an experimental study

published in a high-impact journal (e.g. ASR)

• Goal: achieving the concept of “research-based learning” (i.e.

teaching process as well as subject)
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My course design on experimental methods (2)

• Procedure

1. First duplicate (using the same data and methods as the original

study)

2. Replicate with a new extension, i.e. collect new data with the same

methods but new context

• Focus on recent experimental study on ethnic boundaries3

- Extension: translating findings on ethnic boundaries in the U.S. to

national boundaries in Germany

3Abascal, M. (2020). Contraction as a Response to Group Threat: Demographic

Decline and Whites’ Classification of People Who Are Ambiguously White. American

Sociological Review, 85(2), 298–322. https://doi.org/10.1177/0003122420905127
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My course design on experimental methods (3)

• During the course, students will gain hands-on experience:

- Developing research (extension) ideas

- Reviewing & critiquing scholarly work

- Writing and posting pre-registration and analysis plan

- Learning how to apply for ethical approval

- Programming survey software

- Completing a pilot test

- Conducting data analysis

- Writing a publication-ready paper

- Completing a learning portfolio
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Workshop: Teaching Replication, Mannheim, 24-25.9.2020

How to best teach replications in the social sciences?

X sharing best practices

X practical steps (selection of papers, supervision, grading,

communication with original authors & journals)

• Videos, Resources, Contacts OSF Workshop page

• Publication forthcoming: Teacher’s Companion: How to teach

constructive replications in the social sciences
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Take-aways

1. Teaching students about open science is a crucial component

of the credibility revolution to make science transparent &

self-correcting

• Open science has the potential to improve learning & teaching in

higher education

→ Teaching open science as a subject and a process helps to train the

next generation of scientists & fosters norms of this research culture

2. Sharing teaching resources reduces barriers to spreading open

science knowledge throughout the field

3. Institutional efforts and comprehensive curriculum

development should ensure students learn about and how to do open

science
(E.g.:Open Science semester, Chemnitz University; Open Science Module at TU

Dresden (Psychology) e-learning plus 3 workshops for postgraduate training:

Good Scientific Practice, Open Science Practices, Research Data Management)
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Other resources

• Nate Breznau’s Zotero bibliography on open science for teaching

• Project Tier (Teaching Integrity in Empirical

Research) promotes the integration of principles and practices

related to transparency and replicability in the research training of

social scientists.

• The Berkeley Initiative for Transparency in the Social

Sciences works to improve the credibility of science by advancing

transparency, reproducibility, rigor, and ethics in research.
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Questions?



Reference links

• Stojmenovska, D., Bol, T., Leopold, T. (2019). Teaching

Replication to Graduate Students. Teaching Sociology, 47(4),

303-313.

• My course design on Experimental Methods: Replication

Reproduction in the Social Sciences

- Link: Johanna Gereke, Stifterverband
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